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Well, after an absence of two and a half months, we are
finally back in action. It seems an age since our last
game, when we enjoyed a 3-0 success over Aberystwyth
in front of the Sgorio TV cameras to lift us off the foot
of the table.

We extend a very warm welcome to the players and officials of Penybont for their first ever visit to
the Essity Stadium. We wish you all a very safe journey back to South Wales after the game.

The “Bont” have so far enjoyed a very successful second season in the top tier, and Rhys Griffiths
saw no reason to add to his squad during the January transfer window, so we know that we shall be
facing a very strong and stable side this afternoon.

In contrast, Neil Gibson has brought 13 players in during the window, as he seeks to put his own
stamp on the team, and ensure our survival in the Cymru Premier for next season.

February was designated as Football v Homophobia month, a campaign designed to address issues
surrounding diversity and inclusivity in the game. We play our small part by dedicating today’s
programme to this issue, as we embark on the journey to make our club a much more inclusive
environment.

Last weekend we heard the very sad news that one of our longstanding supporters, Elfed Blythyn,
sadly passed away. All at the club send their deepest condolences to Elfed’s family at this difficult
time. Elfed was a real gent and his mischievous sense of humour will really be missed on match
days.

Today sees us begin a run of three home games as we look to belatedly complete our Phase 1
fixtures. Next up are neighbours and reigning champions, Connah’s Quay Nomads, before
Caernarfon come calling next weekend. Let’s hope
we can advantage of this by getting some more points
on the board.

Come on the Silkmen !!

WELCOME TO THE

ESSITY STADIUM

The views expressed in this programme are those of the individual contributors

Cover photo courtesy of Carl Robertson





FROM THE CHAIRMAN
A warm welcome to players and officials of Pen-y-Bont who have
made the long journey up from South Wales today.  Safe journey
back after the game.
Here we go again.  After the League was halted prior to Christmas,
this will be the new management team’s third game in charge, the
previous game being the convincing win at home -v- Aberystwyth.
During this latest lockdown we have of course had the transfer
window which saw intense activity from our club as we signed a
whopping 13 new players.  Whilst this may sound unusual, Neil
was very clear throughout the window as to his criteria for signing
a player and the list of players who met that criteria.  We wish to

place on record our thanks to Warrington Town for their flexibility in allowing us to sign virtually
half their team.  At the same time we have retained the loyal core who have stood us so well over
the last few years, to that end we are all very positive about the new squad and look forward to
the remaining games of this phase and those of phase 2.  This is of course the first time we have
faced Pen-y-Bont this season as the away fixture was postponed due to a Covid scare in our
squad.
Covid and the latest lockdown has obviously brought its challenges in terms of training and
getting players match fit.  Neil and the management team have demonstrated a very impressive
degree of professionalism which the players have taken to.  Morale in the squad is excellent and
we are ready to go…!!
Whilst it’s exciting to watch the team in action again, it would be a million times better if the

supporters were in the ground.  One day…                                                            Darryl

THIS WEEKEND’S  OTHER FIXTURES
  Day              Kick Off

Saturday         14-30               Caernarfon Town vs Aberystwyth Town

Saturday         14-30               Cefn Druids vs Barry Town United

Saturday         14-30               Connah’s Quay Nomads  vs Newtown

Saturday         14-30               Haverfordwest County vs Cardiff Met

Saturday         17-00               The New Saints vs Bala Town   (Live on S4C)

MIDWEEK RESULT    Newtown  2- 0 Penybont

A MESSAGE FROM HANNAH BLYTHYN AM
“It’s fantastic to see our very own Flint Town United
showing leadership both on and off the pitch by backing
the Football v Homophobia campaign. Taking such a
strong stand on this can and will make a difference and
I’m proud to see our community adding their voice to
support the LGBT+ community.”



Our Phase 1 Fixture List

Date & Time LOCATION OPPONENT RESULT Flint Goalscorers

12.09.2020 14:30 HOME Newtown AFC 1-0 N. Craig

18.09.2020 19:45 AWAY Aberystwyth Town FC 1-3 C. Harwood

23.09.2020 19:45 AWAY 2-1

26.09.2020 17:45 HOME Barry Town United AFC 0-1

30.09.2020 19:45 AWAY Caernarfon Town FC 1-2

03.10.2020 14:30 AWAY The New Saints FC 0-10

10.10.2020 14:30 HOME Haverfordwest County AFC 0-2

17.10.2020 14:30 AWAY Cardiff Met University FC 1-2

20.10.2020 19:45 HOME 1-2 A. Jones

14.11.2020 14:30 AWAY 2-3

21.11.2020 14:30 AWAY Haverfordwest County AFC 3-0 A. Jones, C. Harwood, B. Steer

28.11.2020 14:30 HOME Cardiff Met University FC 0-1

01.12.2020 19:45 AWAY 0-2

05.12.2020 14:30 AWAY Barry Town United AFC 3-6

15.12.2020 19:45 HOME 1-2

19.12.2020 16:30 HOME Aberystwyth Town FC 3-0

06.03.2021 14:30 HOME

09.03.2021 19:45 HOME

13.03.2021 14:30 HOME

20.03.2021 14:30 AWAY

27.03.2021 14:30 HOME The New Saints FC

04.03.2021 TBC AWAY

Cefn Druids FC R. Foulkes, M. Cadwallader

R. Foulkes

C. Bratley

Bala Town FC

Newtown AFC C. Bratley, R. Foulkes

Connah's Quay Nomads FC

M. Cadwallader (2), C. Harwood

Cefn Druids FC R. Foulkes

M. Cadwallader, R. Jones (2)

Penybont FC

Connah's Quay Nomads FC

Caernarfon Town FC

Penybont FC

Bala Town FC



FROM THE SKIPPER
Good afternoon all,

Finally we’re back at the Essity stadium for our first
competitive game since before Christmas. It feels great to be
back on home turf. We hope all supporters have been staying
safe and fingers crossed it won’t be much longer before we
can welcome you back here to watch the team play again.

Gibbo and his team have been extremely busy during the
January transfer window bringing in many exciting new
faces. We have been back in training for a couple of weeks now and the new boys are looking
very sharp and hungry to make an impression within the group. They will definitely add a lot
of quality and experience to the current squad and help us kick on.

We’re looking forward to the challenge of facing Penybont this afternoon and trying to build
on our last game against Aberystwyth. The games will be coming thick and fast over the
coming weeks, but with a big competitive squad we’re all desperate to be out there and
working hard to get the points on the board. This will help us to continue to move up the table
to where we want to be.

Hope to see you all soon and thanks as always for your fantastic support. Richie Foulkes

FROM THE MANAGERSo the waiting
is over and we are finally able to return to action with
competitive football in the Welsh Premier League, we all fully
appreciate the global situation with the pandemic and football
is significantly less important in the context of what the world
is facing currently, none the less it is nice to finally be able to
play football again.

We welcome everyone from Penybont FC  to the Essity
stadium today, I have been very impressed with the evolution of the project Rhys Griffiths has
embarked on in the past 3 seasons, they fully deserve the top 6 position they are currently
occupying. Having watched them on Tuesday against Newtown, we are aware that they will be
even more determined to put that result right against us today, so we face a tough proposition
but one we are very much prepared for.

I must say that since returning to training with a lot of new faces added to the group in January,
and with only having had a couple of sessions with the group when I took over in December,
before lockdown interrupted, I’ve been extremely pleased with the approach, standards and
intensity to training from the players.

Of course in an ideal world we would have liked longer to prepare and gel the group but I feel
the staff and players have done everything possible with specific training plans for them to
follow before returning to train and we managed seven intense sessions. Hopefully we will see
the benefit of everyone’s hard work when we get into the game today. Rest assured we will be
hoping to build on our victory last time out against Aberystwyth 11 weeks ago today.

Gibbo





WELCOME TO OUR NEW ARRIVALS
The January transfer window saw some frenetic activity in the run up to deadline, as Neil Gibson
sought to bring in some more depth to his squad. No fewer than 13 new arrivals signed on the
dotted line ….

Five of those came from Warrington Town, as the Cheshire side’s season came to a premature end,
as Gibbo explained to us. “ I would like to thank Paul Carden and everyone at Warrington FC, for
their help and cooperation in enabling the lads to join us at Flint in such a quick and professional
manner.
I believe we have signed five very exciting young players who are hungry to play football and help
us at Flint Town achieve our goals between now and the end of the season.
Eddie Clarke, Evan Gumbs and Mitch Duggan are exciting talents who I’ve watched closely
progress through the ranks at Tranmere to the first team. At their age I firmly believe they have the
potential to get back to playing in the football league, and we hope to help develop them more and
give them the platform to showcase their abilities week in, week out.
Eddie is a very exciting left sided player with fantastic pace and fitness levels who will
undoubtedly offer us a different dynamic and is a perfect fit for the style of play I want to
implement at Flint.
Evan is a fantastic character and leader on the pitch, somebody who has a desire to defend that is
missing in a lot of modern day centre backs, he’s comfortable in possession and will be a great
addition to our team.
Mitch is a player who exudes energy and enthusiasm, a very neat and tidy technical player, with a
desire to work out of possession, his qualities will align perfectly to our style of play.
Jordan Buckley is a forward player with an abundance of pace and energy, he is a good finisher
and will bring goals to our group.
Josh Amis is a striker who has already
established a very strong reputation in the
English system, I believe his qualities of
holding the ball up and giving a platform to play
from will enable him to transition swiftly into
our way of playing. He has a good scoring
record and will bring a goal threat to the group.
Myself, Lee Jones and the coaching staff are
excited to start working with these players and
integrate them into the club and our philosophy
of play as soon as we possible".

Three goalkeepers have also been brought into
the club, to boost competition between the
sticks, following the departure of John Danby.
Over to Gibbo, once again.
“All the three goalkeepers that have been
signed, have worked with me previously in the
last four years, so I am well aware of what they
are capable of, and, more importantly, they
know what I am looking for, and what I expect from my players.
Jon Rushton (pictured above in his Connah’s Quay Nomads days) is a very experienced player in
Welsh Premier league circles, and he’s played in Europe and has experienced the intensity of



important football matches whilst at Connah’s Quay, so his experience will bring an added edge to
the competition for goal keeping places. He’s a very good shot stopper, who deals well with crosses. I
must also thank Bala Town and, in particular, Colin Caton for their help in getting the loan deal for
Jon sorted.
Ryan Woods has shown a fantastic attitude and desire to improve his game in the time I have worked
with him, and I believe he fully deserves his opportunity to play WPL football. He commands his 18
yard box and offers a presence which brings confidence to the defenders around him.
Elijah Beattie is a young promising goalkeeper who also has the right kind of attitude and he works
exceptionally hard and has a strong desire to improve his game. He's another very good shot stopper,
and is comfortable playing out with the ball at his feet. He exudes confidence well beyond his age,
and if he keeps working hard at his game, should have a bright future ahead of him. I look forward to
working with them all moving forward".

The final batch of new signings includes a very familiar face to
Flint fans, one that Gibbo is particularly looking forward to working
with, as he explains.
"Jake Hampson  (right) is a footballer I really like, so when the
opportunity to bring him back to the club became available we
jumped at the chance.
Having progressed through our Academy into the First team before
securing a move to Chester, Jake obviously knows the club well and
it's both reassuring and heartening that he chose to re-join his local
club despite interest from elsewhere.
His desire, energy, enthusiasm and work rate are some of the many
credentials that impressed me when I have watched him play. I look
forward to working with him and helping him to improve and
develop his career in football.
Dan Roberts is a player I have worked closely with in the last two
years. I witnessed a massive development in him during the period of working with him at my
previous club, and he is very comfortable at either right back or centre back and has many attributes
that will allow him to have a good career in football. His work ethic, attitude and fitness are
exceptional, all qualities that have enabled him to fit into the style of play I employ. He’s very
comfortable on the ball and has a desire to defend with good positional awareness. I look forward to
working with him again.
Tom Weir is a player I have watched over the last few years. He was at Connah’s Quay when I was
there, and I followed his path over the next 18 months. I’m really pleased to get him to come to Flint
and start working with him again. He’s a local, young forward player who can play attacking
midfield or centre forward, and he’s strong, quick and has an eye for goal. I think the potential within
Tom’s attributes added to his desire to work hard and improve, will help him develop into a good
WPL player for years to come.
Ross Weaver is someone I know extremely well, and I am really pleased we have been able to secure
his services at Flint Town FC. I’d like to thank Jonny at Holywell for making the transfer happen so
smoothly.
Ross is an infectious character who has a real desire to push himself to the limits to improve every
training session and in every game he wants to be the best he can be. He expects the same off
everyone else, which creates a great environment within the group.
He’s comfortable in possession and works extremely hard out of possession to win tackles, press the
ball and regain possession. Ross has a great pedigree, having being a professional at Wrexham, and
then playing for me for five seasons has gained some good WPL experience. I'm sure he will be an
asset to the club for many years.



Finally, Callum Roberts is a player who impressed me last season, both when I saw him play
in the under 19’s for Rhyl, and then through a sustained period in the Rhyl first team in tier 2.
He is a box to box midfielder, who is comfortable in possession and works hard out of
possession. He possesses a great desire to improve and at 18 I see him having a long career in
WPL ahead if he continues his development at the same pace. We look forward to working with
him.”

Gibbo concluded by emphasising the importance of having a strong squad in order to tackle the
challenge of facing many games in a short period of time, as the season must finish by the end
of May.

“So, to sum up, we have brought in quite a few new faces, and with the current crop of lads
already at the club, competition for places will be fierce, which in turn will drive up
performance levels in training and matches. When the season resumes, games are sure to be
coming thick and fast, so I'm fully expecting that everyone will have their part to play in helping
the club achieve its aims"



Essity’s Oakenholt Mill is once again proud to be the
main sponsor of Flint Town United

Essity is a leading global hygiene and health
company which makes household brands including
Cushelle, Velvet, Bodyform, TENA, Plenty, Tork,

and more.

Essity and its employees at the Oakenholt mill wish
the team and its supporters every success for the
forthcoming season, on their return to the Cymru

Premier League



INTRODUCING TODAY’S OPPONENTS ….

PEN-Y-BONT
MEET THE MANAGER …. RHYS GRIFFITHS

In his playing days, Rhys was an aggressive target man and goal-getter,
dominating the Welsh Premier scoring charts for the best part of a
decade. He boasts the best goal scoring ratio in the league, with 271
goals in 343 appearances. Rhys finished as top scorer in seven
consecutive seasons, and was included in the Welsh Premier League's
team of the season six times. He also won the league's Player of the
Year award on three occasions, and was capped six times by Wales at
semi-professional level.
Griffiths combined his role as a part-time footballer with being a
firefighter in the South Wales Fire and Rescue Service before signing
his first professional contract with Plymouth Argyle in 2012. At the age
of 32. Prior to making his debut in the Football League, he played for

Cwmbrân Town, Haverfordwest County, Carmarthen Town, Port Talbot Town and Llanelli.
In his second season as Player-Manager with Penybont, Griffiths guided the team to promotion to
the Cymru Premier, as they went through the league campaign unbeaten. Having survived their
first season in the top flight, they have kicked on, and are now in the top half of the table, as
Griffiths continues to impress in his first managerial role.

PROFILING …. LEWIS HARLING

Midfielder Harling brought some much needed WPL
experience to the club when he joined Penybont, having
previously played for Camarthen Town and Port Talbot
Town. The 28-year-old is joint top scorer this season with
Ben Ahmun, highlighting his goalscoring ability, but he’s also
been heavily involved as the lynchpin between defence and
attack.

After five and a half seasons playing for the Old Gold,
Harling made the move to Penybont in the January 2020
transfer window, and was a pivotal figure in securing top
flight survival for his new club, none more so than when he
scored the only goal in a 1-0 away win at Aberystwyth, which
not only sealed Bont’s first win in Phase 2 of the league
campaign last season, but also lifted them out of the relegation
zone, pulling them three points clear of Camarthen and five
points ahead of Airbus, the two teams who would eventually
be relegated on a points per game basis as the season was
eventually curtailed.

Photo courtesy of Lewis Mitchell, Y Clwb Pel-Droed





FTU PLAYER SPONSORSHIPS SEASON 2020/21

Sponsorships available for £90 (£75 plus VAT)

For more details please email nigelsheen@blueyonder.co.uk

Squad No. Player Sponsored By

1 Jon Rushton

2 Sam Hart Jamie Flynt - USA based fan

3 Eddie Clsrke

5 Ben Nash DR Sports Clubs (07739 424270)
admin@drsportsclubs.co.uk

6 Kai Edwards
FTU Ultras (Ken, Mike B, Paul C, Keith B,

Timmy, Nige,  Mike R)

7 Rob Hughes Chester Headstones (01244 345145)
info@chesterheadstones.com

8 Richie Foulkes John Foulkes Services Ltd
9 Josh Amis

10 Mark Cadwallader David Maxwell - USA based FTU supporter

11 Alex Jones
FTU Norwegian Supporters (Kjell Sander, Stian,
Nils Thomas, Fredrik, Geir, Oystein, Baard, Arnt

Mathias, Paal, Bjarne, Frode, Eddie)
13 Ryan Woods

14 Callum Bratley Osprey Windows (01244 332178) website :
www.osprey-windows.co.uk

15 Ross Weaver
16 Evan Gumbs
17 Mitch Duggan
18 Jordan Buckley
19 Dan Roberts Jamie Flynt - USA based fan
20 Conor Harwood Quality Blinds  www.quality-blinds.co.uk/
22 Ben Lockley

24 Ben Maher
FTU Norwegian Supporters (Kjell Sander, Stian,
Nils Thomas, Fredrik, Geir, Oystein, Baard, Arnt

Mathias, Paal, Bjarne, Lars Espen)
25 Mason Blackwell
26 Harry Lockley
27 Tom Kemp
28 Callum Roberts
29 Jake Hampson FTU Ultras (Rob, Andy, Nobbo, Ray, Aubrey,

Mike J, Keith R)

30 Elijah Beattie

mailto:admin@drsportsclubs.co.uk
mailto:admin@drsportsclubs.co.uk
mailto:info@chesterheadstones.com
mailto:info@chesterheadstones.com
www.osprey-windows.co.uk
www.osprey-windows.co.uk
www.quality-blinds.co.uk/


INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT PENYBONT

● The club was only formed in 2013, following the merger of Bridgend Town and
Bryntirion Athletic.

● Pen-y-Bont play their home games at Bryntirion Park (also known as The SDM Glass
Stadium)

● To coincide with the merger of the two clubs, artificial turf was laid at Bryntirion Park
and at the Bridgend College Football Academy in Pencoed, funded by the sale of
Bridgend Town's former Coychurch Road ground to superstore giant ASDA

●  The club's first league game was away against Ton Pentre, the result of which was a
1–0 loss

● The new pitch was officially opened by former Cardiff City manager Malky Mackay
on 7 January 2014 at a friendly game played against a Cardiff City Development XI.

●  The club's first manager was Francis Ford, who had managed Bryntirion Athletic prior
to the merger of the club with Bridgend Town.

●  Pen-y-Bont ended their inaugural season in a third place finish in the Welsh Football
League Division One.

● In May 2016 Francis Ford resigned from his post as manager to be replaced by former
Plymouth Argyle, Newport County and Cymru Premier footballer Rhys Griffiths.

●On 13 April 2019 it was confirmed that the club had secured promotion to the Cymru
Premier after promotion rivals Cambrian & Clydach Vale B.&G.C. and Cwmamman
United A.F.C. suffered defeats

●  In the final table, Penybont finished 20 points clear of their nearest rivals, and went
through the entire league season without losing a game

10



League Table As at 03/03/20

PLAYED WON DRAWN LOST GF GA GD PTS.

1 17 14 2 1 49 10 39 44

2 16 13 2 1 35 10 25 41

3 16 10 5 1 39 16 23 35

4 16 7 3 6 23 24 -1 24

5 17 6 4 7 23 33 -10 22

6 15 6 3 6 22 22 0 21

7 16 5 5 6 22 28 -6 20

8 17 4 4 9 14 25 -11 16

9 16 3 5 8 19 27 -8 14

10 16 4 0 12 19 37 -18 12

11 16 3 3 10 17 37 -20 12

12 16 2 4 10 21 34 -13 10

The New Saints

Connah's Quay Nomads

Bala Town

Barry Town United

Caernarfon Town

Penybont

Haverfordwest County

Cardiff Met University

Newtown

Flint Town

Cefn Druids

Aberystwyth Town

MIDWEEK FIXTURES
 Day              Kick Off

Tuesday         19-45               Aberystwyth Town vs Haverfordwest County

Tuesday         19-45               Barry Town United vs Penybont

Tuesday         19-45               Cefn Druids vs Newtown

Tuesday         19-45               Flint Town United vs Connah’s Quay Nomads



FvH is an international initiative that exists to challenge
discrimination based on sexual orientation gender identity and
expression at all levels of football.

We want football to take a clear stand against homophobia and
transphobia so that everyone can enjoy the beautiful game and so
that football leads the way in removing discrimination and
prejudice based on sexual orientation and gender identity.

Football v Homophobia was originally conceived and launched by
the Justin Campaign in 2010.The Justin Campaign

www.thejustincampaign.com, a small voluntary run football campaign group, was founded in 2008
to demonstrate that ten years after Justin Fashanu’s tragic suicide in 1998, homophobia was still
hugely prevalent in both grassroots and professional football. Along with raising awareness the
campaign had a strong focus on Art, Events, Education and football.

In 2012, LGBT Sports Development and Equity organisation Pride Sports www.pridesports.org.uk
joined with the Justin campaign to help deliver Football v Homophobia, and in 2014 the
organisation took over the delivery of the campaign altogether. Whilst the campaign receives wide-
ranging support throughout football, core funding for Football v Homophobia is sought on a year-
by-year basis.

If you or your organisation/company would like further information about the campaign and find
out about more ways to get involved, please email info@footballvhomophobia.com

A CULTURE OF SILENCE: THE STORY OF FOOTBALL’S BATTLE WITH
HOMOPHOBIA

Jason Mitchell is a freelance writer based in the North East of England. He writes about a variety of
topics, including sport, film and American history. His articles have been featured on such websites
as CaughtOffside.com, BornOffside.net, F1Planet.co.uk and HistoryInAnHour.com and he
provided ghost-writing services for a number of businesses. Jason took time out of his busy
schedule to chat to the Justin Campaign’s Hayley Paterson to discuss his first book ‘A Culture of
Silence: The Story of Football’s Battle With Homophobia’.

WHAT/WHO INSPIRED YOU TO WRITE THIS BOOK?

It’s a subject which has interested me for a few years now. That said, Justin Fashanu’s niece Amal’s
BBC documentary on homophobia in football earlier this year was a big inspiration. Amal is
obviously personally connected to the issue through her uncle’s experience in the game. I am a
heterosexual male with no real connection to anyone in the game and yet I can see there is a
problem with homophobia in football. I thought it would be interesting to discuss the subject from a
more neutral point of view. I had read and heard several homophobic remarks from high-profile
footballers over the years and I have personally witnessed homophobic abuse at football grounds,
so those things inspired me. I was also inspired by an article I read from a journalist saying that
supporters were the only reason there were no openly gay footballers in England. I felt like I wanted
to show that the problem with homophobia in football is deep-rooted and goes far, far beyond
supporters views alone.

WAS THERE A PARTICULAR MOMENT IN FOOTBALL WHEN YOU DID REALISE
HOMOPHOBIA WAS APPARENT?

I was always aware of Justin Fashanu’s story and it’s the most important story there is when
discussing homophobia in football. But Fashanu came out in the 1990s when the football landscape

mailto:info@footballvhomophobia.com


was generally quite different and I suppose society was quite different too. There are two moments
in recent years which stand out for me and which told me that football hadn’t moved on at all when
it comes to the subject of homosexality. The first was when a large number of Tottenham supporters
subjected Sol Campbell to homophobic abuse and were arrested and charged by the police. The
second was FIFA’s decision to host the 2022 World Cup in Qatar. Sepp Blatter was asked about the
problems it would cause to host the tournament in a country where homosexuality is illegal and he
gave a flippant response. Yet, ahead of the 2014 World Cup in Brazil, FIFA went out of their way to
change Brazil’s alcohol laws. It angered me that sponsorship deals and the sale of alcoholic drinks at
matches was seemingly more important to FIFA than gay rights were.

WHAT CHALLENGES DID YOU FACE WHILST PUTTING THE BOOK TOGETHER?

The biggest challenge for me was actually in narrowing down the amount of stories of homophobia
in football that are covered in the book. This was surprisingly difficult. When you research
homophobia in football beyond the United Kingdom alone, the sheer number of stories is
staggering. It did, however, reassure me that writing the book was necessary.

WHAT HAVE BEEN YOUR HOPES FOR THE BOOK?

I would definitely like people to read the book and become more aware of the nature of the problem.
When discussing the book with friends etc it became apparent that a lot of people are simply
unaware that there’s a major problem with homophobia in football. The Justin Campaign, Amal
Fashanu’s documentary and the Gay Footballers’ Support Network have gone some way to
changing that, but there’s still a lot of ignorance surrounding the topic. There are a surprising
amount of people who are absolutely adamant that there is no problem with homophobia in football.
I would love for those people to read it and come out of the other side with the opposite view. And if
someone reads the book and changes their own homophobic behaviour, well I guess that would be
the ultimate pay-off.

Article courtesy of Football v Homophobia







MATCH
REVIEW

.Flint's supporters got the early Christmas present they were craving when their team ran
out 3-0 winners in the live game on Sgorio

Neil Gibson celebrated his second match in charge with a morale boosting win that lifted
his side off the foot of the table. Two late goals, courtesy of substitute Rob Hughes, put the
seal on the win, adding to Mark Cadwallader's well taken first half goal.

The game was a bit slow to ignite, with both sides attempting to come to terms with a
heavy pitch, and given the importance of the game, owing to their current league positions,
neither wanted to fully commit to attack and expose themselves at the back. It was the
visitors who carved out the first real chance on 16 minutes, as an inswinging corner was
first cleared off the line, but only to Mathew Jones who was positioned just outside the box.
His rising shot just cleared the Flint bar.

Gradually Flint asserted themselves on the game, It was noticeable that they had set out to
pace themselves across the full ninety minutes, unlike on Tuesday evening, when they had
gone hell for leather for the opening 45 minutes only to visibly tire in the second half. By
passing the ball around between midfield and defence, they were patiently building up play,
and then looking to release their forward players. Just before the half hour mark, a Ben
Nash header from a corner forced Connor Roberts into his first meaningful save, as he had
to tip the effort over his bar.

Flint had also had a goal correctly ruled out for a foul in the build up, before Cadwallader
struck on 43 minutes. Nash had put in a robust, but fair, challenge to win the ball back for
his side, before feeding Alex Jones. The Flint skipper looked up and played a defence
splitting ball through to Cadwallader to run on to. Having gone in between the two central
defenders, Caddy took the ball into the box, and with the outside of his boot, guided it past
Roberts.

Aber came out strongly at the start of the second half, and forced a series of corners, but in
contrast to Tuesday night, the Flint defence stood up to the test very well and repelled all
attempts on their goal. Owain Jones had looked the most likely player for the Seasiders in
the first half with his direct runs, and on 48 minutes he was left unattended on the far past
and was found with a delivery which put him in a great position to score. As he controlled
the ball, he cut inside but his effort was blocked for a corner. Then, Mathew Jones tried his
luck from fully 30 yards out on the right, but his shot just failed to find the target.

On 53 minutes, Jones broke down the right for Flint. Tom Kemp went on the overlap,
creating a perfect dummy run and drawing the attention of a defender, allowing Jones to
run infield and play a square ball into the path of the oncoming Wes Baynes, who took it in
his stride and lashed a shot just wide of the Aber goal.

Rob Hughes was introduced into the action on 70 minutes, and was to have a big impact on
the remainder of the game. His first contribution, just after coming on was to hit a 20
yarder that went just wide of the post. Then, on 85 minutes, as he attempted to get onto a

FLINT'S THREE GOAL FESTIVE CHEER
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loose ball, a rash challenge by Aber substitute Richard Ricketts, just inside the box sent him
sprawling to earn Flint their first penalty of the season. Hughes got up to take the spot kick and
drilled it straight down the middle.

Some great interplay between Flint's forwards on 90 minutes produced the third goal for the
Silkmen. Harwood found Hughes, who laid it back to Bratley, before he returned the ball,
supplying Hughes as he moved into a more central position. His determination allowed him to
weave his way past the Aber defenders, turning Jon Foligno inside out, before tucking a shot
underneath Roberts and rounding off an impressive win for his side.

Line Ups :Flint Town United - A. Jones, T. Kemp, S. Hart, B. Nash, K. Edwards, W. Baynes (K. Wallis 88), B.
Maher, A. Jones (c), A. Brown (C. Harwood 58), M. Cadwallader (R. Hughes 70), C. Bratley. Unused Subs - J.
King (GK), D. McHugh, B. Steer, M. Blackwell-Jones; Aberystwyth Town - C. Roberts, M, Jones, T. Rimmer, R.
Davies, J. Foligno, G. Owen (J, Veale 46), J. Thorn, S. Hewitt (R. Ricketts 83), S. Davies (J. Evans 14), M.
Williams (c), O. Jones. Unused Subs - A. Pennock (GK), L. Bradford, J. Saunders

Flint MOM - Ben Nash (although there were central contenders including Alex Jones and Ben
Maher, Nash was instrumental in ensuring his side kept a clean sheet enabling them to go on and
claim the win)



COMMERCIAL PARTNERS FOR SEASON
2020/21

Huge thanks to our Commercial Partners who are supporting us this
season. We really do appreciate the help you provide the club with,

whether it be financial or assistance in other areas.
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HannahBlythynMS

@HannahBlythyn

Hannah_Blythyn 01352 762102

hannah.blythyn@senedd.wales

38 Church Street, Flint, CH6 5AE

CONGRATULATIONS!
"Wishing all at Flint Town United FC the very best of

luck back where you belong in Cymru Premier!" 

 C O N T A C T  |  C Y S Y L L T U
If anyone at the Club needs my support then please remember I am 

still on hand to do all I can as your Member of the Senedd.
Please get in touch on the details below. 



FLINT TOWN UNITED       PENYBONT
Jon Rushton 1 33 Ashley Morris

Sam Hart 2 3 Kane Owen
Eddie Clarke 3 4 Ashley Evans

Ben Nash 5 5 Daniel Jeffries
Kai Edwards 6 6 Mael Davies
Rob Hughes 7 7 Kostya Georgievsky

Richie Foulkes 8 8 Lewis Harling
Josh Amis 9 9 Ben Ahmun

Mark Cadwallader 10 10 Nathan Wood
Alex Jones 11 11 Ian Traylor

Ryan Woods 13 12 Oliver Dalton
Callum Bratley 14 14 Sam Snaith
Ross Weaver 15 16 Billy Borge
Evan Gumbs 16 18 Lewis Baldwin
Mitch Duggan 17 19 Lewis Clutton

Jordan Buckley 18 20 Matthew Harris
Dan Roberts 19 21 Mason Jones-Thomas

Conor Harwood 20 22 Connor Davies
Ben Lockley 22 24 Ioan Emmanuel
Ben Maher 24 26 Rhys Griffiths

Mason Blackwell-Jones 25 32 Brad Borge
Harry Lockley 26 34 Ismail Yakubu

Tom Kemp 27 40 Sam Goodwin
Callum Roberts 28 1 Rhys Wilson
Jake Hampson 29

Elijah Beatie 30

Today’s
Squads

Referee -     David Morgan (Swansea)

Assistants - Daniel Beckett (Llanelli)

                      Martin Roberts (Gaerwen)

4th Official -  Huw Jones (Llanrhaeadr YM)


